Present: S Suresh IPS

Sub: Police Estt. - Provisional seniority list of Higher Grade Drivers as on 01/01/2016 publishing of - reg.

Rule 27 of KS & SSR 1958

Order No: L4-195386/2016/PHQ Dated 30-12-2016

As per the order read as 1st above, a seniority list of Higher Grade Drivers as on 1/1/96 was published and finalized. In continuation of the above a State wide provisional seniority list of Higher Grade Drivers as on 01-01-2016 (w e f 01.01.1996 to 31.12.2015) is prepared based on the details received from the Unit Heads concerned and published herewith.

All Unit heads are directed to circulate the provisional seniority list to all the concerned and requested to furnish a certificate stating that this seniority list has been circulated to all incumbents including those on leave, suspension, deputation, etc. The Unit Heads concerned will verify the list with the service books of the incumbents and ensure the details furnished to Police Headquarters are correct. Objections, omissions and mistakes, if any received/found shall be reported within 15 days from the date of publishing the list. The Unit Heads concerned should forward the representations of the incumbents, if any to Police Headquarters with specific remarks after verifying the SB along with the documents to substantiate the representation of the applicant. If no objection is received within the prescribed time limit, it will be presumed that there is no objection against the list and the Provisional Seniority list will be finalised. Objections received after the expiry of the time limit shall not be entertained at any rate. This list is also available in the website of Kerala Police www.kerelapolice.gov.in.

30-12-2016
S Suresh IPS,
Inspector General of Police

To: The Individuals through unit heads concerned.
Copy: Director VACB for necessary action.
To: DGP SCR B for publishing this order in the Police Website and necessary action.
ADGP Intelligence/Crimes/ APBn for information and necessary action,
Director KEPA for necessary action.
All DPCs/Commandants/Principal PTC /All Officers in list B /SP MT PHQ,
Duty Officer PHQ for information and necessary action CAs to SPC/DGP HQ /IGP HQ/AIG for information